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Catalyst and BIA Release Per-Document Review & Hosting, Cost Effective Package


“BIA’s professional staff, our powerful technology and related efficient processes and our close partnership with Catalyst allow us to create additional efficiencies not available elsewhere in the market,” Brandon Mack, Director of BIA’s Strategic Legal Solutions and Document Review. “Our ISO 9001:2008-certified process is built to take advantage of innovations provided by BIA’s Data Management technology and the features in Catalyst to give us an advantage over other review operations. Because of this, we can offer our corporate and law firm clients the benefits of predictable, economical pricing and unparalleled quality across several critical parts of the EDRM.”

For an unprecedented special flat-rate per document cost, BIA’s legal review is performed by highly-skilled US-based attorneys located in BIA’s domestic, state-of-the-art, secure facility. The per document cost includes multiple issue tags, relevance tagging, QA and full access to the CRS online repository for an additional 6 months past the initial review. BIA and CRS are in a unique position to offer this because of the efficient use of software and a highly tuned and ISO 9001:2008 certified review process ensuring efficiency, speed, quality, scalability and integrity assurance of the documents throughout the process. The benefits of this evolution towards more predictability and cost-controls follows BIA’s Electronically Stored Information (ESI) model of per document pricing. The offering includes:

- Predictable Pricing Model (per document pricing, not per page)
- Mature & Feature-Rich Online Review Platform
- Guaranteed Quality Control & Process Efficiency
6 Month Hosting Per Document Included

“Working closely with BIA, we have created a synergy—a seamless, defensible e-discovery and document review strategy for our clients that offers predictable pricing tailored to meet each budget,” said Christopher Toomey, Director of Managed Review at Catalyst. “Our clients derive the benefit of BIA’s process efficiencies and highly skilled, Catalyst certified attorneys, along with our advanced analytics and review technology, all within a secure hosting.”

The relationship that spans half a decade between these two companies is fiercely credentialed, both having long-established efficiencies in all their processes through years of research and development. Mack echoes Toomey’s highlights.

“Our attorneys are trained, certified and trainers themselves in the use and application of Catalyst’s review tool. This knowledge greatly decreases any learning curves related to any projects and enhances our review effectiveness,” concludes Mack.


The release of per Document Review & Hosting answers the call for cost-control options from law firms and clients in the difficult economic climate. For an immediate project quote or any additional information, please contact Shelley Bartlett (BIA) at 888.338.4242 or TJ Gill (Catalyst) at 877.557.4273.

About BIA

For almost a decade, BIA has been developing and implementing defensible, technology driven solutions that reduce the costs and risks associated with the management and analysis of data related to litigation, regulatory compliance and internal audits. BIA offers enterprise software solutions complimented by mature professional services in the areas of Litigation, Data Analytics, Digital Investigations, Commercial Fraud Investigations & Analysis, Electronic Policy Consulting, Audit/Certification Services, HR Data Related Policies and Analysis, Disaster...
Recovery and other related services. BIA provides software and services to Fortune 100, Global 2000 and Am Law 100 companies and government agencies. Headquartered in New York City, BIA also has offices in San Francisco, Seattle, Washington DC and a central data processing center in Southwest Michigan. BIA maintains digital evidence response units throughout the United States, Europe, Asia, and the Middle East. BIA’s unique and positive workplace culture promotes diversity and celebrates the professional skills of each individual. For more information about BIA, please visit [www.biaprotect.com](http://www.biaprotect.com).

**About Catalyst**

Catalyst Repository Systems is a leading technology company providing secure, scalable document repositories for electronic discovery and other complex legal matters. For over a decade, corporations and their counsel have relied on Catalyst to control litigation costs and make review teams more effective. Our systems and supporting services cover the heart of the litigation lifecycle—from processing and analytics, to search, review, production and trial.

Catalyst delivers its software directly and through a global partner network that offers consulting, collection, project management and forensic services. The company manages hundreds of servers in two data centers and has hosted for many of the largest organizations in the world, including five of the world’s 10 largest companies, four of the nation’s 10 largest insurers and 80 of the nation’s 100 largest law firms.

For more information about Catalyst, please visit [http://www.catalystsecure.com](http://www.catalystsecure.com).
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